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THE POWER BEHIND YOUR WORDS | Scriptures 
“Be careful what you plant and careful what you say. You might have to eat what you planted 

one day." -Author Unknown- 

WORDS are seeds that do more than blow around. They land in our hearts and not just on the 

ground. Use them right and they’ll move mountains. Use them wrong and they come back to 

haunt you! 

Refuse to speak anything other than the Word of God about your life or situation. Then, watch 

as everything you’ve been believing for starts to manifest.  

Start today with these scriptures relating to… “THE POWER BEHIND YOUR WORDS” 

BIBLE VERSES ON THE POWER BEHIND YOUR WORDS 
Proverbs 11:9 “EVIL WORDS destroy one’s friends; wise discernment rescues the godly.” 
Proverbs 15:1 “A GENTLE ANSWER turns away wrath, but hard words stir up anger.” 

Proverbs 15:4 “GENTLE WORDS bring life and health; a deceitful tongue crushes the spirit.” 

Proverbs 16:24 “KIND WORDS are like honey–sweet to the soul and healthy for the body.” 

Proverbs 18:4 “A PERSON’S WORDS can be life-giving water; words of true wisdom are as 

refreshing as a bubbling brook.” 

Proverbs 18:20 “WORDS satisfy the soul as food satisfies the stomach; the right words on a 

person’s lips bring satisfaction.” 

Proverbs 20:15 “Wise SPEECH is rarer and more valuable than gold and rubies.” 

Proverbs 25:18 “TELLING LIES about others is as harmful as hitting them with an ax, 

wounding them with a sword, or shooting them with a sharp arrow.” 

Proverbs 12:14 From the fruit of his WORDS a man shall be satisfied with good, and the work 

of a man’s hands shall come back to him as a harvest. 

Proverbs 18:21 “DEATH and LIFE are in the POWER of the TONGUE: and they that love it 

shall eat the fruit thereof”. 

Isaiah 57:19 “Peace, peace, to him who is far off [both Jew and Gentile] and to him who is 

near! says the Lord; I CREATE the FRUIT of his LIPS, and I will heal him, make his LIPS 
BLOSSOM anew (again) with SPEECH in thankful praise. 

 


